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ABSTRACT: The following document presents the analysis of the array ambient
vibrations acquired at 10 different sites in Greece. H/V analysis, frequencywavenumber (f-k) processing and SPAC analysis were performed using Geopsy
tools. The results were inverted in order to get the soil profiles for each site (using
Dinver software). In this appendix preliminary results for the aforementioned sites are
presented and discussed.
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Data acquisition
Experience from ambient noise array measurements in Greece
(by ITSAK)

1. SESAME project (2001-2005)

The initial involvement of ITSAK in ambient noise array measurements started during
the SESAME project (in summer 2002). Measurements were performed in Greece at
six different locations within the city of Thessaloniki, two in the Euroseistest-Volvi
graben (TST, PRO) and one on the island of Lefkas in collaboration with the
University of Potsdam using their own recording units/system.
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Fig. 1. Sites of ambient noise array measurements in Greece during the SESAME
project (2002).

Fig 2. Typical array deployment at the TST site.

The 9 autonomous velocimeters used (with GPS recording units), consisted of
MarsLite digitizers (24 bits) and Lenartz 3D/5s sensors. For array site accurate
positions a differential GPS units was used during the array deployment. Within the
city of Thessaloniki measurements were performed either early in the morning before
market was opened or late in the afternoon after market was closed. A group of six
persons per site dedicated for the accomplishment of the field work. Main results were
presented in SESAME final Report (2005) as well as in AGU Fall meeting
(Scherbaum et al. 2002). One of the main conclusions, among others, was that the
influence of array size and aperture on the "quality" of resulting dispersion curve
measurements suggest an adaptive deployment strategy.

2. EMERIC-CRINNO project (2004 -2005)

Another project, after the experience gained in SESAME prj., where ITSAK was
involved in ambient noise array measurements was the so-called EMERIC-CRINNO
project (2004) carried out in Crete island. More specifically, array measurements were
done in the cities of Chania (CHN1), Heraklion (HER2), Rethymno (RTHC), close to
corresponding accelerograph stations of the national strong motion network (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Sites of ambient noise array measurements in Crete island during the
EMERIC-CRINNO project (2004).

Fig. 4. Typical array deployment at the HER2 site (Heraklion).

The 13 autonomous with GPS recording units used, consisted of Reftek 130-01/3
digitizers (24 bits) and Guralp CMG40T (1Hz) sensors. The measurements were
performed late evening after the market was closed. For exact positioning of the array
sites theodolite measurements were conducted one day before the ambient noise
experiment. A group of eight to ten persons per site dedicated for the accomplishment
of the field work. Within urban environment larger number of persons are needed
depending on the number of instruments deployed.

3. FRANCO-HELLENIC project (2005-2007)

During a bilateral FRANCO-HELLENIC project, in Nov. 2005, ambient noise array
measurements were carried out in seven accelerographs station sites of the national
strong motion station (LEF1, PATB[1], PAT2, AIGA, KOR1, PYR1, VAR1) [Fig. 5].
A central recording unit (CityShark II, 18-channels, 24bits) with six sensors (Lennartz
3D/5s) connected with cables of 50m directly to the central unit, were used [see
example in Fig. 6].
The measurements were performed independently of the market timetable. For exact
positioning of the array sites theodolite measurements were conducted just before the
ambient noise experiment. A group of 5 persons per site dedicated for the
accomplishment of the field work. Within urban environment larger number of
persons are needed depending on the number of instruments used.
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Fig. 5. Sites of ambient noise array measurements in Creece island during the
FRANCO-HELLENIC project (2005).
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Fig. 6. Photo of the first circle deployed in the Town Hall square of Korinthos
(KOR1).

Although fast to deploy, the cables imposed two main restrictions; one with respect to
largest array aperture (≤100m) and another related to difficulties due to necessary
protection of cables crossing roads or pedestrian paths.

Fig. 7. Typical array deployment (3rd larger circle) in Korinthos (KOR1) site.

4. SEISIMPACT project (2003-2005)

During the SEISIMPACT project (2003-2005) ambient noise array measurements
were carried out in ten sites in the metropolitan area of Thessaloniki (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Sites of ambient noise arrays deployed in the metropolitan area of
Thessaloniki (yellow triangles; AR01, AR02,..., AR10).
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Fig. 9. Typical array deployment in AR01 site of Thessaloniki.

The measurements were performed with seven velocimeters (digitizer Ref Tek 130-01
with Guralp CMG-40T sensors) autonomous with GPS, in two layouts; the first in a
circle with six instruments around a central one and the second keeping the same
centre station and deploying two concentric circles with different radiuses and
azimuths (Fig. 9).
For exact positioning of the array sites theodolite measurements were conducted one
day before the ambient noise experiment. A group of 5 persons per site dedicated for
the accomplishment of the field work. To avoid measurements took place mainly late
in the evening when the market was closed. Working without daylight was the main
disadvantage of this experiment, especially in open air areas without artificial
lighting.

5. SyNaRMa project (2006- 2008)

During this project four sites in the town of Grevena (Fig. 10) were selected for
ambient noise array measurements. For the experiment seven autonomous (with GPS)
velocimeters (RefTek 130-01 digitizers coupled with Guralp CMG-40T sensors) were
used. Measurements were realised in two layouts; the first in a short radius circle with

six instruments around a central one and the second keeping the same centre station
and deploying two concentric circles with different radiuses and azimuths (Fig. 11).

For exact positioning of the array sites theodolite measurements were conducted just
before the ambient noise experiment. A group of 4 persons per site dedicated for the
accomplishment of the field work. Measurements took place during the day
independently of the market timetable. Since Grevena is generally a low background
noise town the quality of data was satisfactory.
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Fig. 10. Sites of ambient noise array deployed in the town of Grevena (TEI, PLT,
DEYAG, GPD).

Fig. 11. Typical array deployment in DEYAG site of the Grevena town.

6. NERIES project (2006-2010)

In the framework of NERIES project (JRA4) there were two eras of ambient noise
array measurements. First, a campaign for the 20 selected sites for the JRA4 research
requirements started in fall 2007 from Greece to Turkey. In Greece seven sites (out of
20) were chosen for which geophysical and geotechnical data were available (Fig.
12).

The 8 autonomous with GPS recording units used, consisted of MarsLite digitizers
(24 bits) and Lenartz 3D/5s sensors. All stations were equipped with a wireless data
transmission system (WARAN) and belonged to the University of Potsdam. In Fig. 13
the deployment of the first two “circles” of the array in the ATH3 site are shown. For
array site accurate positions a differential GPS units was used during the array
deployment.
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Fig. 12. Sites of ambient noise array deployed in Greece (red colour circles) with the
WARAN system (wireless data acquisition).

Fig. 13. Typical array deployment of the first “circle” (left) and the second “circle”
(right) for the ATH3 site in Athens.
Measurements were performed during the day, independently of the market timetable,
and dispersion curves were obtained in situ. A group of five to six persons per site
were dedicated for the accomplishment of the field work. The biggest advantage of
that experiment was the real time estimation of the dispersion curve in the examined
site.

The second era of array measurements within the NERIES-JRA4 project started in
spring 2009 and accomplished by April 2010. A total of 14 sites were investigated,
all of them close by accelerograph stations of the national strong motion network (Fig.
14).
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Fig. 14. Sites of accelerograph stations where ambient noise array measurements
were carried out in Greece.

The site selection was mainly based on the number of strong motion recordings
already available for these stations. The material used were up to 13 autonomous
velocimeters (Guralp CMG-6TD, 24 bits digitizer, coupled with CMG 30sec sensors)
with their own acquisition system (including GPS).

Measurements were performed during the day, independently of the market timetable.
A group of three to four persons per site were dedicated for the accomplishment of the
field work. The typical array geometry was a central point and 2 circles of 5 sensors
each, with radius r and 2*r with a shift of 36 degree between the small and large
arrays. The duration recording was between 30 minutes (for the small array radiuses)
to one hour (for the large array radiuses). For array site accurate positions a
differential GPS units was used during the array deployment only for the large array
radiuses. Positioning of the medium and small radiuses (r<30m) was done by
measuring tape.
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Fig. 15. Typical array deployment for the W03 accelerometric station. Green circle:
position of the station W03, red circle: position of the central station, and black dots
the stations of the 4 circles (small, medium, large and very large arrays). Yellow and
orange background are geological units.

During the NERIES-JRA4 project in collaboration with another European project
(Transfer of Knowledge, ITSAK_GR), two ambient noise array were deployed close
to respective accelerograph sites in the city of Patras, Greece in sites PAT3 and PHOS

(Fig. 16). In fact, the aim of this experiment, that took place during summer 2009,
was the comparison of the dispersion curves as well as the shear wave velocity
profiles deduced from three different scientific groups and different methods (USGS2 persons, Univ. of Patras-5 persons, NERIES_JRA4-5 persons). The NERIES-JRA4
group deployed array for ambient noise measurement, the USGS performed the
SASW method and the university of Patras the REMI and SASW method. All
measurements took place during the morning and afternoon, in different time
windows for active and passive methods.
For site accurate positions of the array a differential GPS units was used few hours
before the array deployment only of the large array radiuses. Positioning of the
medium and small radiuses (r<30m) was done by measuring tape.

Fig. 16. Array deployment at two accelerograph sites in Patras (PAT3 and PHOS).

Finally, during the NERIES-JRA4 project also in collaboration with another European
project (Transfer of Knowledge, ITSAK_GR), one ambient noise array was deployed in
the EUROSEISTEST area close to accelerograph station FRM (Fig. 17). This array was
deployed during the day and for site accurate positions of the array a differential GPS
units was used during the array deployment. Three persons were occupied with the
deployment and data acquisition using the wireless WARAN system developed within
the NERIES-JRA4 project.
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Fig. 17. Accelerograph station FRM where the array was deployed.

Around station FRM a long wavelength array with 7 stations (CMG6TD) was
installed that recorded for a time interval of 9 hours and further to that, used the
WARAN (with Le/5s attached) system with 8 stations that were moving all the time
covering the space defined from the CMG6TD, approximately 800x400 m, for shorter
wavelengths (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18. Deployment configuration of the ambient noise array close to the FRM station.

